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Bluebirds are Back 
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Spring is Peeping

Mourning Cloaks in March
We don't usually start thinking about or seeing

butterflies until spring is in full swing. But on

a nice warm day, the mid-Atlantic's longest

living butterfly can be seen. Unlike other

butterflies who overwinter in the larval stage,

the Mourning Cloak hibernates under loose

bark as an adult. When the temperature rises

they come out and feed on the sweet sap

coming out of oak trees.

As winter turns to spring frogs start to breed

and they're not quiet about it! One of the most

iconic is the Spring Peeper. Small, common,

but hard to find, you're far more likely to hear

these guys than to ever see one. They'll be

calling out for mates and calling to keep

competitors away. Take a walk along the

boardwalk and you're sure to hear this

amphibians orchestra.

While a few may overwinter in warmer areas of

Maryland, many Eastern Bluebirds are returning

from the south to claim the best nest box. Due to

competition from the non-native European

Starling, bluebirds almost exclusively nest in

man-made nest boxes. An appropriately sized

entrance hole will exclude the starlings, although

House Sparrows and Tree Swallows will still

compete for the prime real estate where the grass

is short and the bugs are plentiful. Lake Roland

maintains bluebird nest boxes that are set up

around our peninsula pathway. Be on the lookout

for these blue beauties in the coming weeks!

To assist in keeping

staff, volunteers,

participants and

residents safe and

minimize the spread of

the COVID-19 Virus, the

Department of Recreation

and Parks has closed all

Nature Centers and

cancelled all programs

until further notice.



Instagram Highlight

Thank you to everyone mentioning us or tagging us in

photos from Lake Roland. We love to see how the

community enjoys the park!

 

Check out this amazing water color painting of our

stone pavilion done by Alex Goldberg. We love that our

park can be an inspiration for beautiful pieces of art.

Please continue to share your park experience on

instagram.

Animal Ambassador Spotlight

Meet Our American Toad!
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Follow us on Instagram @lake_roland for program

information, park updates, daily activities, and more.

Tag us in your own posts from the park for a chance to be

featured in next months newsletter!

Job/Internship Opportunities

Summer Camp Director/Counselor: 

 

The Lake Roland Nature Center is seeking a

responsible, self-motivated, and enthusiastic

individual to plan, coordinate, and lead nature

camp during the summer of 2020. Major

responsibilities include presenting

environmental-based games, crafts, and

activities; ensuring safety and well-being of

campers; and working in cooperation with

rangers, camp counselors, and interns. Staff

should have or be pursuing a degree in a

related field, comfortable working in heat or

rain and handling several types of animal

ambassadors, and have the ability to

supervise a camp staff of about 3-4 people.

This is a seasonal position and camp staff can

be expected to work an average of 35 hours

per week.

 

With a face only a mother

could love, our American

Toad is large and in charge!

One of the more common

amphibians at Lake Roland,

you can see more of these

toads later into spring and

summer once they breed.

They lay their eggs in water

where they will hatch in 

 

Please email John Lehman at

jlehman@baltimorecountymd.gov

for more details concerning the

position.

about a week and within 2 months the ground will be crawling

(or hopping) with miniature American Toads! Although similar

to frogs, toads have thicker, rougher skin that allows them to live

away from water for longer periods of time. American Toads can

be found throughout most of Maryland, except for on Assateague

Island. They will eat almost anything that fits in their mouths,

which mostly means lots of bugs and insects. Their biggest

predators are snakes and birds. When attacked, they can puff

themselves up to a massive size and will pee all over the

predator. If all else fails, they have two sacks behind their eyes

that can excrete a poison. While not usually fatal, the poison is

very sticky and can be extremely irritating to the eyes and mouth

of a predator.



Naturalist's Corner

   Jim Young, Ph.D. conducted a Lepidoptera--moth and butterfly-

- study in the serpentine barrens of Lake Roland in Spring and

Summer of 2019.   Jim is a curator at the U.S. National Museum

in Washington D. C. as a moth specialist, and he volunteers at the

Natural History Society of Maryland as the curator of the

entomology collection.  The purpose of the study was to see what

moths and butterflies were using the serpentine barrens in the

southwest corner of the park.   East Coast serpentine barrens,

featuring plants that can tolerate metal-rich soil, are considered a

globally rare ecosystem.   It’s likely that uncommon and rare

insects are part of this ecosystem.  And though North American 

butterflies have been thoroughly studied, the same is not true for the many, many species of moths. Jim, working

as a volunteer, made eleven evening visits to the serpentine barrens, and five daytime visits.   Butterfly expert

Debbie Terry made two additional daytime visits.   This resulted in a very impressive list of 383 taxa of

Lepidoptera. Jim’s report lists the moths and butterflies by Latin name, which is useful for scientists but less

interesting to general readers like me. There were some rarities—for example, a couple of moths that are expected

in southern Virginia but not Maryland. We are holding back on rarity information until Jim has an opportunity to

publish his results in a scientific journal. The Lepidoptera study was sponsored by Lake Roland Nature Council as

part of a serpentine barrens restoration plan being prepared by consultant Roger Latham, Ph. D.  Roger, a leading 
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Butterflies and Moths in the Serpentine Barrens by Peter Lev

expert on serpentine barrens, is

compiling data from the

Lepidoptera study, a plant

inventory, various kinds of

mapping, etc., in order to make

recommendations about

sustaining and enhancing Lake

Roland’s serpentine area. Jim

Young’s work is valuable to

Roger and has the extra,

important benefit of adding to

our knowledge of moths and

butterflies in Maryland.

All photos by Jim Young



Birding Strong After 75 Years
      

       Lake Roland takes in the fact that we have a large, diverse

population of birds that can be seen throughout the year. Whether it is

your first time or you are a seasoned pro, going bird watching (birding)

is a great way to get outside and learn about your environment. The

Baltimore Bird Club, a local chapter of the Maryland Ornithological

Society, held its first ever birding field trip here at Lake Roland on

March 11th, 1945. To celebrate 75 yearsof birding, the BBC held an

Anniversary Walk and retraced those steps at Lake Roland. The club

will be hosting walks every Tuesday at Lake Roland from April 7th

through May 26th. Spring can be a very rewarding time to go birding,

as the birds are going to be moving 
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We rely on membership fees and donations to fund the Lake Roland Nature Council’s efforts and projects in the

park. Every dollar of your membership goes to support those efforts.

Please join us in supporting Lake Roland.

To become a member: Visit us at lakeroland.org - Join Lake Roland

                                           For any questions and/or concerns: Please contact us by email at                                               

LakeRol-RP@BaltimoreCountyMD.gov or by phone at 410-887-4156.

Identification Station: Learn the Difference!

Baltimore Bird Club Anniversary Walk

Join Lake Roland!

    Hooded Merganser                                     Bufflehead

Hooded Mergansers can be seen year round

here at Lake Roland. They have a large,

white patch on the back of the head, a white

breast, a thin, black beak, and golden-

yellow eyes.

Buffleheads can be seen during migrations

(spring and fall) here at Lake Roland. They

have a large, white patch on the back of the

head, a white breast and belly, a short,

stout, pale bill, and dark, black eyes.

vs.

around and calling a lot as they migrate up from the south and begin to look for nesting sites and mates. So don't miss this

chance to meet with people who have a passion for birds and to get expert knowledge on how to bird effectively! More

information can be found on both the Lake Roland's website (lakeroland.org) as well as the Baltimore Bird Club's website

(baltimorebirdclub.org).

 


